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Urmi NENA of Krasnodar krai

 Urmi Northeastern Neo-Aramaic dialect <

Semitic < Afroasiatic.

 Two waves of emigration from North

Caucasus and Turkey (1910th) and

Armenia and Georgia (1990th)

 Urmia, Krasnodar krai (about 450

speakers).

 In a state of language loss.

 Elicitation with native speakers in July

2021.

 A questionnaire collected from 8 speakers

of NENA.



Starting point

 As a basic rule, the copula agrees with a subject NP (Khan 2016):

 In the absence of an (overt) subject, the agreement is female singular:

 Usually the copula сan not be omitted.



Defective controllers
 The list of non-substantive constituent types able to take the subject position:

 Prepositional phrase

 Finite clause

 Adjectives and numerals

 Possible scenarios:

 Default 3F copula agreement.

 Agreement on a nominal in the predicate position.

 Agreement on an embedded nominal of an NP in the subject position.

Deprived of agreement features



Defective controllers. Prepositional Phrases
 Constructions with subject and predicate constituents featuring nouns of different

grammatical gender:

SU PRED-COP SU PRED-COP

PP(NPF) NPM PP(NPM) NPF

or



Defective controllers. Prepositional Phrases

 Obviously, no statistical significance for any deviation.

 Conclusion: either no rules or a possible preference for 3F agreement in

constructions with predicate female NP.

The distribution is not statistically significant, Exact Fisher’s test, P > 0.05



Defective controllers. Clauses
 Constructions with clausal subjects and predicate NPs of different grammatical gender

in present and future tense:

SU PRED-COP SU be.FUT PRED

Clause NPM/NPF Clause NPM/NPF

or



Defective controllers. Clauses

 The result is statistically significant in both matrices.

 Conclusion: Preference for agreement with predicate NP.

The distribution in the upper cells is statistically significant, Exact Fisher’s test, P = 0.01.

The distribution in the lower cells is statistically significant, Exact Fisher’s test, P = 0.04.



Clauses in predicate position



Clauses in predicate position

 Copula use and agreement are more consistent with female subject NPs.

 A bias towards the default 3F agreement?



Defective controllers. Other cases



Defective controllers. Other cases

 No possibility to detect any rules.



Number incongruence
 Constructions with subject and predicate NPs of different grammatical number:

SU PRED-COP SU PRED-COP

NPSG NPPL/NP&NP NP&NP/ NPPL NPSG

or



Number incongruence

The distribution in the gray cells is statistically significant, Exact Fisher’s test, P < 0.01.

 Conclusion: Preference for agreement on predicate NP in constructions with plural NP

in predicate position.



Discussion

 A predicate NP agreement or a (more) specified NP agreement?



Discussion

 A predicate NP agreement or a “(more) important” NP agreement?

 Predicate NP agreement is a rule in constructions with personal pronouns in predicate

position (Logvinova 2020):



Discussion
 Can NENA system then be described by means of a single hierarchy without any

reference to syntactic roles?

 1/2SG > 3PL > 3F > 3M > 0

 If any of the features to the left is present, the copula has a greater probability to agree

with it than with any of the features to the left.



Discussion
 Can NENA system then be described by means of a single hierarchy without any

reference to syntactic roles?

 1/2SG > 3PL > 3F > 3M > 0

 If any of the features to the left is present, the copula has a greater probability to agree

with it than with any of the features to the left.

 Alternative explanation:

 Hierarchical rules or attraction rules? Can it be that copula agrees on the features of the

predicate NP because it is closer?
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Abbreviations

CMPL — complementizer; DEM1 — demonstrative of the first type; F — feminine; M —

masculine; P — possession; PL — plural; REL — relator; RES — resultative; SG — singular.


